Exceptional Homes. Unparalleled Beauty.
Fautt Homes’ unrivaled proprietary methods come across in the details.

Fautt Homes is committed to building luxury homes and renovations for the
most discerning. Our intention is to not only meet the quality standards, but
to exceed them. Whether it’s a design build, remodel or addition, your project
will be characterized by its exceptional attributes and functional design that is
aesthetically superior.
Throughout the course of construction there is a high level of attention to
detail. Our unrivaled proprietary building methods are apparent throughout
the building process---and ultimately, the path to implement your vision to
create your new home.
Jeff and Shelby Fautt have successfully been engaged in the building industry for nearly thirty years.
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Impeccable Craftsmanship Starts with Collaboration
Fautt Homes trusts in the expertise of its experienced building team.

“

Our collaboration ensures that we will build a home that you greatly enjoy
because it measures up to the highest standards of a beautiful home.” ~ Jeff Fautt

Our collaborative process provides unique benefits:

• Collaboration means a better understanding of the project goals.
Our team discusses ways to plan and coordinate tasks eﬀectively. This
expedites the process, saving you time, energy and needless expenses.
• Through years of experience, our team knows what works—from
a design, build, and aesthetic perspective. Collaboration during the
architecture and design phase maximizes the opportunity for value
engineering, eliminating potentially costly oversites and design flaws.
• Collaborative expertise promotes wise environmental choices. Shared
knowledge about green practices helps reduce waste, conserve resources
and limits environmental impact.
• Clear communication among our team helps to streamline design
drawings, structural calculations, engineering, and other required
elements that need to be submitted and approved prior to obtaining a
permit and the commencement of construction.
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